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Abstract: Thee paper continuues the researcch presented inn the
last DAAAM symposium
s
(Sam
mek, 2009), where the four typpes of
artificial neurral networks were tested inn CATS prediiction
benchmark annd the results were
w
compared and discussed. This
contribution iss focused on arrtificial neural networks
n
with radial
r
basis function in the hidden layer.
l
The speccial attention iss paid
not only to the predictioon accuracy, but also to the
computationall demands of prredictor.
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x W1. The biass
vecttors formed froom the rows off weight matrix
vecttor b decides thhe range of inffluence of the particular RBF
F
unit around its ceentre defined in the matrix
x W1. Generall
hematical desccription of RB
BF networks is as followss
math
(Nellles, 2001):

1. INTRODU
UCTION

where
w
y is the output vector of the network
k, x1 stands forr
the output
o
vector of
o the hidden laayer and Si is trransfer functionn
of th
he i-th layer.

The prediiction task is one of the olldest problemss that
mankind has been
b
trying to resolve.
r
Perhapps the best know
wn is
weather foreccasting; neverthheless there arre many and many
m
other applicattions where thhe prediction and predictorss are
necessary. Heeat producers need to know
w the approxiimate
consumption of
o the heat for nearest
n
week, ennergy producerrs and
distributors work
w
with exppected consumpption rates, money
m
brokers cannoot live without sophisticated
s
sooftware that preedicts
exchange ratees, etc. There are
a many methoods how to preedict,
one of them iss utilization of artificial neuraal networks (AN
NNs).
However, beecause there are many different
d
prediictive
techniques, it is necessary too compare andd validate prediiction
results of varrious methods. One establishhed approach is the
CATS (Comppetition on Arrtificial Time Series) benchhmark
(Lendasse et al.,
a 2004; Samekk, 2009).
This papeer continues thhe research preesented in (Saamek,
2009) where the
t four types of
o ANNs were tested in the CATS
C
benchmark:
• Multilayerred Feed-Forrward Neurall Network with
hyperbolicc tangent sigmooid transfer funnction in the hiidden
layer andd linear transffer function inn the output layer
(mffnntp)
• Multilayerred Feed-Forrward Neurall Network with
hyperbolicc tangent sigm
moid transfer fuunction in the both
layers (mff
ffnntt)
• Adaptive Linear
L
Networkk (adaline)
• Elman Neuural Network (eenn)
Despite, thhe tested netwoorks showed innteresting prediictive
performance, the results were
w
not optim
mal yet. Thus, the
ms of low compputational demaands)
research aimedd to fast (in term
and precise predictors hadd to continue. This contribbution
focuses on thee prediction using artificial neeural networks with
radial basis traansfer function.

2. ARTIFIC
CIAL NEURA
AL NETWOR
RKS WITH
RADIAL
L BASIS FUN
NCTION
Artificial neural
n
networkks with radial basis
b
function (R
RBF)
have typicallyy two layers. As
A can be seenn from figure 1,
1 the
hidden layer consists
c
of radiaal basis transferr function, whille the
output layer usses linear transffer function (Suuykens et al., 19996).
The radiall basis functionn in the hiddenn layer is a funnction
that normalizees radial distance between inpput vector u annd the

(1))
,

(2))

Fig. 1. Schema of radial basis funnction neural neetwork
RBF
R
networkss are popular for their fastt training andd
adap
ptation. Howevver, these advanntages bring some drawbacks..
The main disadvaantage of RBF
F network is high memoryy
uirement, becauuse in the classsic approach the number off
requ
neurrons in the hiddden layer is eqqual to the num
mber of trainingg
dataa. In the RBF neetworks the weeights W1 and biases
b
b1 of thee
hidd
den layer are deetermined direcctly from the daata. No trainingg
is in
nvolved. The weights
w
W2 andd biases b2 of th
he output layerr
are determined
d
by supervised learrning (Yegnanaarayana, 1999)..
RBF
F networks folllowing this appproach are furtther denoted ass
rbf. Nevertheless, there was ddeveloped imp
proved designn
hod that uses suboptimal solution of the functionn
meth
apprroximation usinng fewer RBF neurons in th
he hidden layerr
(Dem
muth et al., 2010), where the training algoriithm iterativelyy
addss a RBF neuronn to the hiddenn layer until thee training errorr
reaches the desiredd goal. Such R
RBF networks will be in thee
follo
owing text symbbolized as rbfu..

3. SIMULATION
S
NS
Correspondingl
C
ly to the previious research (Samek,
(
2009);;
theree were used 5 values of thhe signal for the prediction..
Furtthermore, it waas necessary to define a param
meter that has a
key influence to thee prediction quuality. By many
y experiments itt
was chosen the spreead parameter, which defines the
t smoothnesss
of the approximattion function. The tested vallues of spreadd
paraameter were as follows: spreadd=[0.1 0.5 1 5 10 50 100 5000
1000
0 5000]. There were trained annd tested one hu
undred sampless
of rb
bf for each settting of the spreead parameter. The number off

neurons in hidden layer was
w 4875 becauuse of the sizze of
training data. The average vaalues of the resuults are presentted in
the figure 2.
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As
A can be seen from the figuree, the train timee for low valuess
of goal
g
is extrem
mely long. Thhough, the prrediction errorr
desccribed by E1 an E2 is the best. Thus, it is neceessary to find a
com
mpromise betweeen computational demands (short train andd
pred
dicting time) annd prediction accuracy (small E1 an E2). From
m
the fig. 3 we can conclude that goal should be
b set from thee
interrval <4; 7>. Remarkable
R
aree also memory
y requirementss
becaause this nets usse only about 6 neurons in the hidden layer.
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Fig. 2. Resultts of rbf
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In
I this chapter the results of rbf and rbfu arre compared too
perfo
formance of adaaline, mffnntp, m
mffnntt and enn
n. The values off
criteerions E1 an E2 are depiccted in the figure
f
4. Thee
com
mputational dem
mands of thee predictors (expressed byy
com
mputation time of
o the predictionn and the time of
o the predictorr
train
ning) are illustraated in the figurre 5.
From
F
the poinnt of view of prediction quality criterionss
(Sam
mek, 2009), thee best results aare provided by
b rbf network,,
whille the second best is multiilayered feed-fforward neurall
netw
work with hypeerbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function inn
both
h layers (mffnnttt). On the otherr hand, the rbf has the longestt
pred
dicting time andd the average ttrain times are also markedlyy
high
h. Nevertheless,, the improved vversion of RBF
F networks rbfuu
perfo
formed slightly higher criterioons E1 an E2, but
b the trainingg
timee and predictionn time is one off the shortest.

5. CONCLUSIO
C
ON
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Fig. 4. Compaarison of the prrediction qualityy criterions E1 an
a E2

It
I can be conccluded that arttificial neural networks withh
radiaal basis functioon offer interessting way how to model (andd
pred
dict) time seriess or nonlinear ssystem output. The predictionn
accu
uracy is very goood, but the coomputational reequirements aree
high
her. Thus, the given
g
task was not fully fulfillled and furtherr
reseaarch is necessarry.
In
I applicationss, where the computation time
t
plays ann
impo
ortant role, the improved design rbfu should be considered..
The weakest predicction accuracy w
was performed by adaline. Onn
the other hand, thiis network has extremely sho
ort training andd
pred
diction. Thereffore, it mightt be useful in
n time-criticall
appllications where the prediction aaccuracy is not fundamental.
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